The Simons Observatory (SO) is an upcoming experiment that will study temperature and polarization fluctuations in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) from the Atacama Desert in Chile. SO will field both a large aperture telescope (LAT) and an array of small aperture telescopes (SATs) that will observe in six bands with center frequencies spanning from 27 to 270 GHz. Key considerations during the SO design phase are vast, including the number of cameras per telescope, focal plane magnification and pixel density, in-band optical power and camera throughput, detector parameter tolerances, and scan strategy optimization. To inform the SO design in a rapid, organized, and traceable manner, we have created a Python-based sensitivity calculator with several state-of-the-art features, including detector-to-detector optical white-noise correlations, a handling of simulated and measured bandpasses, and propagation of low-level parameter uncertainties to uncertainty in on-sky noise performance. We discuss the mathematics of the sensitivity calculation, the calculator's object-oriented structure and key features, how it has informed the design of SO, and how it can enhance instrument design in the broader CMB community, particularly for CMB-S4.
INTRODUCTION
Precise characterization of cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropies remains one of the most exciting probes of modern cosmology. In today's experiments, measurements of temperature fluctuations can be used to study secondary distortions-such as those generated by gravitational lensing 1 and inverse Compton scattering 2 -while measurements of polarization fluctuations can be used to improve constraints on both primary and secondary anisotropies.
The parity-odd, divergence-free component of CMB polarization is particularly powerful, as these "B-modes" are not generated by primordial density fluctuations and are therefore a null channel to observe subtle effects on cosmological scales. 3 In the ΛCDM model, B-modes are uniquely produced on arc-minute angular scales by gravitational lensing of parity-even, curl-free "E-modes." 1, 4 The amplitude of these lensing B-modes can be used to measure the integrated gravitational potential along the line of sight, providing a precise evolutionary history of baryonic matter, dark matter, and dark energy. Beyond the ΛCDM model, B-modes can be generated by primordial tensor fluctuations. Inflation, a theorized period of rapid expansion ∼ 10 −30 s after the Big Bang, would have left a unique signature of gravitational waves on the polarization of the CMB. [5] [6] [7] The inflationary B-mode signal would peak at degree angular scales, and its amplitude and spectrum could be used to measure the scale and shape of the inflationary potential. Primordial gravitational waves remain undetected, 8 while lensing B-modes are just beginning to be explored.
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Increasingly sensitive CMB polarization measurements offer a wealth of possible discoveries, including physics at grand-unified energies 13 and the role of neutrinos in cosmological evolution.
Sensitivity forecasting
SO is currently in the design phase, and in order to progress towards a deployable instrument configuration, designers need science-driven requirements to set hardware specifications. Therefore, simulation tools are needed to propagate cosmological constraints to instrument performance, and vice versa. While publicly available tools exist to simulate maps of the sky [18] [19] [20] [21] and use them to set limits on cosmological parameters, [22] [23] [24] tools to simulate map noise given a detailed instrument model have largely been collaboration-specific and privately maintained.
SO has developed a public ‡ Python-based software tool called "BoloCalc," which takes a detailed instrument model and calculates its white-noise sensitivity. BoloCalc merged independent calculators from the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) and Polarbear collaborations, and it has evolved to meet the needs of SO. The calculator's development includes several state-of-the-art features, including detector-to-detector white-noise optical correlations, a handling of simulated and measured bandpasses, and propagation of low-level parameter uncertainties to uncertainty in on-sky noise performance. Additionally, BoloCalc is designed to be modular and generalizable in order to provide rapid, traceable feedback to a wide variety of instrument configurations.
Section 2 gives an overview of the sensitivity calculation, and Sec. 3 gives an overview of BoloCalc and a few of its features. Section 4 highlights how BoloCalc has been used to evaluate the impact of various hardware configurations on SO sensitivity, and Sec. 5 discusses how BoloCalc can be used for the next generation of CMB experiments, particularly CMB-S4.
MAPPING SPEED OVERVIEW
The primary function of BoloCalc is to import low-level instrument parameters and use them to estimate the instrument's noise-equivalent CMB temperature (NET). This calculation is outlined by the following steps:
1. Collect input parameters and construct an instrument model 2. Calculate per-detector noise-equivalent power (NEP) due to contributions from
• Photon shot and wave noise • Bolometer thermal carrier noise • Readout noise 3. Convert NEP to NET 4. Calculate the array-averaged NET, where the noise contributions from each detector are inverse-variance weighted to estimate the instantaneous sensitivity of the full camera 5. Calculate mapping speed (MS), a quantification of instrument noise in the power spectrum domain The calculation of NEP and MS for bolometers at millimeter wavelengths is reviewed in the literature.
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However, the following sections discuss the essential equations of BoloCalc, as this calculator is more detailed than its predecessors within ACT and Polarbear.
Optical power
Modern bolometers for CMB detection are photon-noise limited. Therefore, an accurate estimation of the in-band optical power absorbed by the bolometer is critical to an accurate NET estimate.
BoloCalc assumes an array of single-moded bolometers within an instrument that is stationary in time. The propagation of optical power from the sky to the focal plane is represented by a one-dimensional chain of blackbody absorbers/emitters in thermal equilibrium. The power deposited on the detectors is then an analytic integral over the summation of each optical element's Planck spectra modified by its frequency-dependent efficiency and emissivity. Explicitly, the optical power on a detector is given as
where ν is frequency, p i (ν) is the power spectral density of optical element i referred to the detector input, the summation contains all N elem optical elements in the sky/telescope/camera and runs from the CMB to the focal plane, and B(ν) is the detector bandpass.
The power spectral density p i (ν) for optical element i is determined by its blackbody temperature T i , the transmission efficiency of all optics between it and the focal plane [η i+1 (ν), ..., η N elem (ν)], its emissivity i (ν), its scattering coefficient δ i , and the effective temperature by which its scattered power is absorbed T δ;i
The power spectral density function S(T, ν) of the emitted and scattered power from each element is given by the Planck spectral density for a diffraction-limited, single-moded polarimeter
While not currently implemented, BoloCalc can easily be extended to handle non-thermal spectral densities, which may become useful for more general instrument models.
Photon noise
Photon noise in bolometric detection is the result of fluctuations in the arrival times of photons at the absorbing element 26, 31, 32
There are two contributions to NEP ph . The first term represents shot noise NEP shot , which dominates when the photon occupation number 1 (e.g. optical wavelengths) and is ∝ P opt . The second term represents wave noise NEP wave , which dominates when the photon occupation number is 1 (e.g. radio wavelengths) and is ∝ P opt . For ground-based experiments, the photon occupation number at ∼ 100 GHz is ∼ 1, and therefore a careful handling of both terms is necessary for an accurate NET estimate.
Bolometer thermal carrier noise
Thermal carrier noise in bolometers arises due to fluctuations in heat flow between the absorbing element and the bath to which it is weakly connected 26, 31 
where T oper is the operating temperature of the bolometer, G is the thermal conductance from the absorbing element to the bath, and F link is a numerical factor that depends on the link's thermal conduction index n. According to Mather, 31 F link is given by
where T bath is the bath temperature. However, NEP g can vary depending on the specifics of the bolometer geometry, composition, and fabrication. For example, transition-edge sensors (TES's) have known pathological noise sources, such as flux flow noise and non-equilibrium Johnson noise, that increase the measured NEP g beyond that of Mather's theoretical prediction. 33 Therefore, BoloCalc provides an option for F link to be set independent of T bath and n, allowing NEP g to be tuned phenomenologically.
Also according to Mather, 31 thermal conductance can be parameterized in terms of n, T bath , and the bolometer saturation power P sat -or the power conducted from the bolometer to the bath-as
Therefore, NEP g ∝ √ P sat , making the tuning of saturation power important to optimizing detector sensitivity.
Readout noise
Modern CMB detectors are low-impedance, voltage-biased bolometers read out using superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) transimpedance amplifiers. 34, 35 Therefore, amplifier-induced readout noise can be modeled as a noise-equivalent current (NEI), referred to the power at the detector by the inverse of the detector responsivity. For a voltage-biased bolometer operating with negative feedback and high loop gain L 1, responsivity is ≈ 1/V bias , 36, 37 and readout NEP is given by
where the bias power P elec = P sat − P opt and R bolo is the bolometer operating resistance.
Noise-equivalent CMB temperature
A CMB bolometer is built to measure fluctuations in incident power due to fluctuations in CMB temperature. Therefore, it is useful to convert bolometer NEP into a noise-equivalent CMB temperature (NET). The total noise in the bolometer output is the quadrature sum of photon noise, thermal carrier noise, and readout noise, and the conversion to NET is given by
where the √ 2 arises due to a unit conversion from output bandwidth 1/ √ Hz to integration time √ s. The conversion factor from optical power to CMB temperature is defined as
and has units of W/K CMB .
When reconstructing the sky during analysis, data from each detector are co-added in the map domain to improve signal-to-noise. To quantify this SNR increase in the time domain, we define "array NET" as the inverse-variance-weighted average of the NETs of all yielded detectors within the camera
where N det is the number of deployed bolometers, Y is the yield, and Γ is a factor ≥ 1 that quantifies the degree to which white noise is correlated between detector pixels on the focal plane. For more information on correlations, see Sec. 3.3.1.
Finally, array NET-white noise in the time domain-can be converted from units of K √ s to units of Karcmin-white noise in the map domain-given a sky fraction, scan strategy, observation time, and observation efficiency.
Mapping speed
While NET is useful for estimating noise in the time and map domain, mapping speed (MS) is useful for describing instrument performance in the power spectrum domain MS = 1 NET 2 arr (12) and has units of K −2 s −1 . MS is a powerful metric for instrument design, as it scales linearly with the number of yielded detectors. Therefore, throughout the rest of this proceeding, we will use MS as the figure of merit to evaluate the relative performance of various instrument configurations.
CALCULATOR OVERVIEW
The ability to accurately and efficiently evaluate the sensitivity of varied instrument configurations is critical to providing rapid feedback to a project's designs. Therefore, BoloCalc is devised to be more broadly applicable, flexible, and detailed than its predecessors within Polarbear and ACT. In the following subsections, we outline the layout of the calculator, describe its input parameters, discuss how it calculates NEPs, and highlight a few of its state-of-the-art features.
Calculator structure
BoloCalc has a modular object-oriented structure, which allows for arbitrary mixtures of sites, telescopes, cameras, optics, focal planes, and detectors. A BoloCalc project has the parent-child structure shown in Fig. 1 and is built with four layers: experiments, telescopes, cameras, and channels, which are defined in Tab. 1. Each experiment can have an arbitrary set of telescopes (at different sites), each telescope an arbitrary set of cameras, and each camera an arbitrary set of channels. This flexibility has proven valuable for SO, especially during its early stages when the number of telescopes, cameras, frequencies, and detectors were undecided and when rapid feedback was needed to advance its design.
Layer Definition
Experiment An assemblage of CMB telescopes. Telescope A platform that carries and points one or more cameras. It observes at a specified site with a specified observation strategy and can include warm reflectors. Camera A cryostat that houses cryogenic optics, filters, and detectors. Multiple cameras can be mounted on the same telescope. Channel A frequency band observed by some set of detectors within a camera. A multichroic camera will have multiple channels. Table 1 : Definitions of the layers used to build a BoloCalc project.
User-defined input parameters
Each layer of a BoloCalc project contains various user-defined parameters, and the inheritance structure follows that of parent-child such that each telescope inherits the parameters of its experiment, each camera inherits that of its telescope, and each channel that of its camera. Table 2 shows the user-defined parameters for Layers 1-4 of a BoloCalc project. Layer 1 defines the foreground parameters for each experiment, which determines the celestial optical loading on the detector. While foregrounds contribute little in-band power relative to the atmosphere for ground-based telescopes, they are important to an accurate P opt estimate for satellite experiments and therefore are included in BoloCalc for future space missions, such as LiteBIRD.
38 Layer 2 defines each telescope's atmospheric conditions (for more information regarding the handling of the atmosphere, see Sec. 4.7), as well as its elevation distribution, observation time and efficiency, and sky fraction. Layer 3 defines each camera's optical chain and magnification, as well as its FOV and focal plane temperature. Layer 4 defines the channels within each camera, including the detector parameters, bandpasses, and antenna beam properties.
Experiment

• Foreground params
Telescope 1 • Atmosphere at site 1
• Detector Band 1.1.P 11 • Detector Params 1.1.P 11 • Op7cal Params 1. (1) experiments, (2) telescopes, (3) cameras, and (4) channels. There can be an arbitrary set of N telescopes in each experiment, an arbitrary set of M cameras in each telescope, and an arbitrary set of P channels in each camera. Each telescope inherits the parameters of its parent experiment, each camera inherits that of its telescope, and each channel that of its camera. The black bullet points highlight some important parameter definitions that occur within each layer.
Some optical parameters are functionally redundant, offering the user multiple methods for calculating emissivity, efficiency, and scattering. For example, the absorptivity of a refractive optic can be entered explicitly, or it can be derived using loss tangent, thickness, and dielectric constant. This flexibility is useful for importing frequency-independent parameters to estimate the performance of optical elements across multiple frequency bands.
State-of-the-art features
BoloCalc implements several features that are upgrades to its predecessor calculators within ACT and Polarbear. These features improve instrument modeling and increase the accuracy of NET estimates, allowing for better-informed instrument design decisions.
Optical white-noise correlations
Optical white-noise correlations between detectors on the focal plane have been studied theoretically, 32 and their impact on array noise performance has been explored analytically. 29 BoloCalc utilizes the theoretical framework Table 2 : User-defined parameters within a BoloCalc project. Each of the "Optical element definitions" are defined for every optical element, except for the aperture spill efficiency, which is only defined for the cold stop.
of intensity correlations to estimate the MS degradation associated with correlated white noise between detectors, which causes array NET to average down more slowly than 1/ √ N det . 39 These optical white-noise correlations are distinct from correlated low-frequency noise due to atmospheric fluctuations and therefore cannot be mitigated via detector differencing, polarization modulation, or analysis techniques.
The optical correlation coefficient between detector i and detector j when observing a source through the aperture stop is given by
where e i is the integral of the source electric field at the aperture plane a(x, y) for detector i with beam b i (x, y) and optical path length to the source i (x, y)
The correlation coefficient depends on the F λ spacing-where F is the F-number at the focal plane-between pixels, the intensity, etendue, and angular location of the source, and whether the source is viewed within or outside of the aperture. Figure 2a shows the correlation factor γ i,j as a function of pixel separation for an extended source viewed within the aperture (e.g. the CMB) and for an extended source viewed outside the aperture (e.g. the stop).
The cumulative correlation coefficient γ is given by a summation of the correlation coefficients between all N pix detector pixels on the focal plane
Correlations then propagate to MS by suppressing the degree to which wave noise is averaged down when inverse-variance averaging the detector data
We can now write the array NET correlation suppression factor Γ defined in Eq. 11 as
The impact of correlations on array NET depends on the contribution of wave noise to the total noise in the system and on the optical correlation factor γ. Figure 2b shows the MS impact of these correlations at 90 and 150 GHz in the SO LAT. The correlation factor becomes important below 1.2 F λ, which corresponds to the size of the telescope Airy illumination at the focal plane. Correlations suppress the MS gain of going to small pixels, suggesting that dense detector arrays are not as advantageous for CMB observation as suggested by the predecessor Polarbear and ACT calculators. Figure 2a shows the correlation factor γ i,j between two adjacent detector pixels as a function of their separation in units of F λ for an extended far-field source viewed within the telescope aperture (e.g. the CMB) and for an extended near-field source viewed outside the aperture (e.g. the stop). Figure 2b shows the MS impact of the summed correlation factor γ across the focal plane for dichroic pixels observing at 90 GHz (blue) and 150 GHz (green) in the LAT.
Realistic bandpasses
BoloCalc is equipped to handle realistic filter functions. Unlike top hats, realistic filter functions do not display a perfectly vertical drop to zero at the band edges and include ripples in power originating from on-chip dielectric filters and resonances in anti-reflection coatings. BoloCalc's filter function module accepts measured and simulated bands, providing insight into the effect of various realistic bands on sensitivity. The module also enables optimization of the detector and coupling optics design. Filter optimization is discussed further in Sec. 4.8.
Error propagation
BoloCalc can estimate the uncertainty in NET as a function of the uncertainty in low-level instrument parameters. Every parameter in BoloCalc accepts a central value and standard deviation, and every optical element and detector band can have error bars on its input spectrum. The resulting NET distribution is determined by independently sampling each parameter using the Monte Carlo method over a user-defined number of iterations. This functionality is particularly useful when importing measurements with statistical and/or systematic errors, as BoloCalc can assess an experiment's progression from an abstract design to a real system. Typical uncertainties include variation of detector parameters across a fabricated array, errors in the measurements of optical and RF filter bands, and variation of filter and lens temperatures across multiple cooldowns. The ability to propagate low-level parameter errors to NET is important to both understand the impact an isolated measurement on overall instrument performance and properly handle the interconnection of measured subsystems in a complex instrument.
INFORMING THE DESIGN OF SO
BoloCalc is built to be a general calculator that is largely transferable to any CMB experiment; however, the primary driver behind its development is to inform the design of SO. The current SO design uses dichroic pixels and distributes its frequency bands between 27/39 GHz "low-frequency" (LF) pixels, 90/150 GHz "mid-frequency" (MF) pixels, and 220/270 GHz "ultra-high-frequency" (UHF) pixels. Lenslet-coupled sinuous antennas are baselined for the LF wafers and half of the MF wafers, while a feedhorn and OMT architecture is baselined for half of the MF wafers and the UHF wafers. The wafers are distributed between cameras in the LAT, which each house three wafers § , and the SATs, which each house seven wafers. In the following subsections, we highlight some of the most prominent ways that BoloCalc has been used to advance the SO design.
LAT receiver architecture
An early application of BoloCalc was to help determine the number of cameras to be deployable on the LAT. This question involves a complex mixture of telescope optics, cryo-vacuum engineering, mechanical design and assembly, reimaging optics, cost, and upgradability, 15, 40-43 but evaluating sensitivity was central to the decision making process. Figure 3 shows a study of three different camera configurations that were considered for the LAT. This particular investigation involved a fixed telescope FOV and hexagonal camera packing. Config A has 19 "smalldiameter" cameras with a maximum of one wafer per camera, Config B has 13 "medium-diameter" cameras with a maximum of four wafers per camera, and Config C has 7 "large-diameter" cameras with a maximum of seven wafers per camera. Pixel size was held constant and F-number (F/#) varied with plate scale to maximize each camera's FOV. For more detail regarding the LAT optimization, see Dicker et al.
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Each configuration impacts each camera subsystem (e.g. detectors, refractive optics, cryogenics, etc.) differently, but Fig. 3b shows the relative maximum-achievable MS for each arrangement across all six frequency bands. As shown, Config B has the best overall MS at LF and MF, with only a marginal MS degradation at UHF. Driven in part by this MS calculation, Config B was chosen as the LAT receiver architecture.
Camera magnification
Another important application of BoloCalc within SO was to assess the impact of camera magnification on MS. BoloCalc parameterizes camera magnification using the F/# at the focal plane. For a fixed FOV and pixel size, a smaller F/# leads to higher spillover efficiency at the cold aperture stop and thus better sensitivity. However, if the F/# is made too small, the Strehl ratio will begin to degrade at the edges of the focal plane, leading to fewer detectors with acceptable image quality. Therefore, it is useful to understand how rapidly MS varies with F/# to inform the sensitivity impact of various reimaging optics designs.
The degree to which a smaller F/# improves MS depends on frequency and optical configuration. Figure 4 shows the impact of F/# on MS in both the LAT and the SAT given a fixed FOV and pixel size for the LF, § The LAT cameras have a FOV that can accommodate up to 4 wafers, allowing for future upgrades. Figure 3: Figure 3a shows three different camera packings that were investigated for the LAT. Config A has a maximum of 19 cameras with one wafer per camera, Config B has 13 cameras with four wafers per, and Config C has 7 cameras with seven wafers per. Red circles represent UHF cameras, green MF, and blue LF. The outer-most black circle shows the maximum FOV offered by the telescope. Configs A and C do not fill the available telescope FOV due to limitations on the magnification and image quality of the cameras' reimaging optics. Figure 3b shows the relative MS of each configuration for all six SO bands. Config B, when fully filled, is favored in all but the UHF bands.
MF, and UHF cameras. This calculation is combined with the results of ray-trace simulations to evaluate the performance of various camera optical designs.
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The impact of F/# on MS is most pronounced at low frequencies, where the spillover fraction and optical correlations tend to be largest. In contrast, the impact of F/# on sensitivity is minimal at high frequencies where stop spillover and optical correlations tend to be small. Additionally, increasing per-detector throughput via a smaller F/# most benefits the SAT, which does does not suffer from parasitic loading due to ambient-temperature mirrors. Section 4.4 has more details on the impact of LAT warm spillover on MS.
Pixel pitch
Another important input to instrument design is the pixel pitch on the focal plane. CMB detectors are singlemoded and diffraction limited, so the stop spillover efficiency can be approximated as a Gaussian function, parameterized by the ratio of the pixel pitch to the beam waist w f = D/w 0
where D is the pixel pitch, F is the F/# at the focal plane, and λ is the observation wavelength. Smaller pixels have lower efficiency through the stop but allow for denser detector packing. Therefore, for a fixed FOV, there exists a pixel pitch for each frequency that maximizes MS. Figure 5 shows MS vs. pixel pitch, plotted in units of F λ, for all SO frequencies in the LAT and SAT. In general, smaller pixels give higher MS, as the MS gain due to increased pixel density is faster than the MS degradation due to reduced stop spillover efficiency. The optimal F λ spacing is largest in the LF camera as optical correlations are strongest at low frequencies where the photon occupation number is large. Additionally, the optimal F λ pixel pitch in the LAT is smaller than that of the SAT, as the LAT has more parasitic ambienttemperature loading (see Sec. 4.4 for further discussion of LAT warm spillover). We also confirmed that the (Fig. 4a) and SAT (Fig. 4b) . Given a fixed FOV and pixel size, smaller F/# improves MS, but the impact is greater at lower frequency and in the SAT. The curves for each frequency channel are individually peak-normalized.
trends found from assuming Gaussian beams (Eq. 18) were consistent with the integrated η stop from full beam simulations for prototype feedhorn and lenslet designs at multiple pixel sizes.
There are many considerations when choosing pixel pitch, including systematic effects due to observing with electrically small antennas, 44 cost, etc. Going to smaller sizes is not always favorable when these extraneous considerations are taken into account, but understanding the MS differences between various focal plane layouts has been a critical input to the pixel pitch study. (Fig. 5a ) and SAT (Fig. 5b) against pixel pitch, plotted in units of F λ. Smaller pixels are favored until pitches ∼ 1.2 F λ, at which point the MS curve flattens due to detector-to-detector optical correlations. The curves for each frequency channel are individually peak-normalized.
LAT primary spillover
The LAT has a 6 m-diameter primary mirror, a 7.8 degree FOV, and up to 13 cameras in a 2.4 m diameter receiver that cover more than a decade in frequency. 15, 41, 43 Motivated by the immensity and complexity of the LAT system, effort has been devoted to understanding and controlling ambient-temperature spillover and scattering, 40 as minimizing optical loading is critical to maintaining low NEP ph . Figure 6 shows relative in-band optical power and MS in each frequency band as a function of LAT primary spillover fraction. The impact of primary spillover on both optical power and MS is largest at low frequencies, where loading due to other sources-such as atmospheric emission and camera thermal emission-is low and the optical efficiency-determined by the absorptivity of the lenses, filters, and on-chip transmission lines-is high. Additionally, the impact of primary spillover on MS is steep, making LAT optical simulations and baffling design a top priority within SO. Figure 6 : The relative optical power (Fig. 6a) and MS (Fig. 6b) in each LAT frequency band vs. primary spillover fraction. Lower spillover is always better for sensitivity, but the MS impact is more pronounced at low frequencies. The curves for each frequency channel are individually peak-normalized.
SAT aperture stop temperature
Because the SAT does not suffer from loading due to ambient-temperature mirrors, the most important contribution to NEP ph is the temperature of the aperture stop. Therefore, understanding how stop temperature impacts MS is critical to setting its cooling requirement.
15 Figure 7 shows relative in-band optical power and MS as a function of stop temperature for all the SAT frequency bands. The impact of stop temperature is largest at low frequencies where other sources of parasitic loading-such as atmosphere and lens emission-are small. Additionally, its impact is more dramatic in the low band of each dichroic pixel, as that channel has a lower stop spillover efficiency due a smaller D/F λ pixel size (see Eq. 18). Finally, its impact at high frequencies is negligible because the SAT UHF pixels are electrically large and therefore spill little power onto the stop.
Detector saturation power
In addition to characterizing sources of optical loading, BoloCalc can also be used to investigate the impact of detector parameters on sensitivity, including operation temperature, thermal conductivity to the bath, and on-chip optical efficiency. Such calculations can be used to set tolerances on fabrication targets and provide evaluation criteria for detector testing and quality control. Figure 8 shows relative MS vs. bolometer saturation power P sat , plotted as a fraction of optical power P opt , for both the LAT and SAT in each frequency band. The lowest possible value for P sat /P opt is 1, which corresponds to zero voltage bias across the bolometer, and the typical range of values that ensure linear bolometer operation is 2-3.
Selecting a P sat depends on several considerations including detector linearity, 44 stability of observing conditions, 49 and uncertainty in expected optical loading, but lower saturation power is always better for sensitivity. Figure 7 : The relative optical power (Fig. 7a) and MS (Fig. 7b ) in each frequency band vs. SAT aperture stop temperature. Lower stop temperature is always better for sensitivity, but the impact tends to be larger at low frequencies, where other sources of parasitic loading are small, and in the low band of each dichroic pixel, where the pixel antenna beams are largest. The curves for each frequency channel are individually peak-normalized.
The impact of P sat /P opt is largest in the LF bands where NEP ph is smallest and hence where NEP g makes the largest contribution to the total NET. The impact of P sat /P opt is similar in the LAT and SAT because P sat /P opt ∝ ∼ NEP g /NEP ph (see Eq. 4 and Eq. 5), modulated only by wave noise, which is similar in both telescopes.
BoloCalc will continue to play a key role in connecting detector and optical design, as an accurate calculation of optical power on the bolometer is important to setting its target parameters. Additionally, as SO detectors begin to undergo evaluation and as the uncertainty in expected optical loading decreases, BoloCalc will be useful for tuning detector performance to maximize MS. (Fig. 8a) and SAT (Fig. 8b) as a function of saturation power P sat , plotted as a fraction of optical power P opt . P sat impacts MS most at low frequencies, where N EP ph is smallest, and the impact on the LAT and SAT is similar. The curves for each frequency channel are individually peak-normalized.
Scan strategy
Another application of the sensitivity calculator is to quantify the MS trade-offs of observing at different elevations, PWV values, and with various FOV sizes. These calculations can be used to optimize the map depth achieved using various scan strategies.
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BoloCalc utilizes atmospheric simulations of the Cerro Toco Atacama observation site ¶ generated by the AM atmospheric modeling code , which uses data from the MERRA-2 meteorological reanalysis * * as input. The output from AM produces results consistent with measured sky loading in existing Atacama experiments. The range of input elevations handled by BoloCalc is from 20-90 deg, and the range of input PWV values is from 0-8 mm. Figure 9 shows normalized LAT MS vs. PWV and elevation in its 90 and 150 GHz bands. The impact of elevation is more prominent in low band, while the impact of water is more prominent in the high band. Additionally, the gradient of MS vs. sky conditions is larger at higher frequency.
(a) (b) Figure 9 : Normalized MS vs. PWV and elevation at the Cerro Toco Atacama observation site in the 90 (Fig.  9a ) and 150 GHz (Fig. 9b) bands in the LAT. The impact of elevation is more prominent in the low band, while the impact of water is more prominent in the high band. Additionally, the gradient of MS vs. sky conditions is larger at higher frequency. These tables are easy to generate using BoloCalc and are useful inputs to scan strategy optimization.
In addition to generating MS contours, BoloCalc can import histograms of pixel elevation with respect to camera boresight. This capability is particularly useful for the SAT, which has a large FOV and therefore is expected to have a large instantaneous variation in optical power across the focal plane. BoloCalc also accepts histograms of PWV values, which allows it to calculate NET variations caused by varied observing conditions.
Observation band determination
The real bandpass functionality discussed in Sec. 3.3.2 is particularly useful for optimizing filter parameters. So far, it has been used to inform design choices for the scaling factor of the orthomode transducer (OMT) and the feedhorn waveguide cutoff (Fig. 10) for both the 220/270 GHz and 90/150 GHz bands. It has also been used to select the optimal center frequencies and fractional bandwidths of the nominal SO bands.
When optimizing the OMT and feedhorn waveguide cutoff for the 220/270 GHz bands, as shown in Fig. 10 , a series of scaling factors were applied to a simulated OMT and waveguide cutoff response. NET was calculated for the simulated bands by multiplying the simulated prototype filters from Sonnet † † , a commercially available software, by the scaled OMT. The optimal scaling was determined by maximizing the frequency coverage while minimizing the reduction in sensitivity caused by atmospheric loading. ¶ Simulations of the South Pole site are also available. 
BROADER APPLICATIONS
BoloCalc has been valuable to the SO design process and will continue to inform SO hardware evaluation moving forward. Its object-oriented design makes the addition of new features straightforward, so as the SO instrument designs mature, BoloCalc will evolve to accommodate the increasing project complexity.
BoloCalc is explicitly constructed to be general and modular such that it can be useful to the larger CMB community. Its ability to accommodate multiple telescopes at multiple sites makes it especially suitable for CMB-S4, which is expected to have operations around the globe.
BoloCalc is available for download as a Python package at https://github.com/chill90/BoloCalc and is supplemented with a user manual and a "quick start" guide. It will soon be made available via a web interface, making it more easily accessible to a broader range of users. Given its flexibility and wide scope, BoloCalc will continue to be a useful tool for SO, as well as other future CMB experiments, including CMB-S4.
